We study shear-horizontal motions of a piezoelectric ceramic cylinder with an oblate elliptical cross section and axial poling. Exact thickness-shear and thickness-twist vibration modes are obtained. These modes show energy trapping, i.e., the vibration is mainly confined near the thick, central region and decays to almost nothing near the edges. The results are useful for the understanding and design of contoured piezoelectric resonators for strong energy trapping.
THICKNESS-SHEAR AND THICKNESS-TWIST MODES IN AN OBLATE ELLIPTICAL CERAMIC CYLINDER AND ENERGY TRAPPING IN CONTOURED ACOUSTIC WAVE RESONATORS

INTRODUCTION
Shear vibration modes of crystal plates including face shear (FS), thickness shear (TSh), and thickness twist (TT) [1] are the modes used most often for bulk acoustic wave resonators and resonator-based sensors. An important aspect of these modes is their energy trapping behavior. In a partially electroded plate, TSh and TT vibrations are largely confined to the electroded central region of the plate [2] , and fall off rapidly in amplitude outside of this region. Near the edges of the plate there is essentially no vibration and therefore the plate can be mounted at the edges without affecting its vibration. Analysis of the partially electroded plate has shown that the energy trapping is due to mass loading on the elastic plate by the electrodes [2] . Contoured plates with varying thickness (thick in the central region and thin near the edges) can also produce strong energy trapping [3] . Contoured piezoelectric resonators are widely used and energy trapping in these resonators has sustained research interest for many years. However, analyses to date have typically involved approximate solutions, and exact solutions are rare. Mathematically, the analysis of contoured resonators leads to partial differential equation over a complicated domain when using the three-dimensional equations of elasticity or piezoelectricity, or differential equations with variable coefficients when using the two-dimensional plate equations. This presents considerable mathematical challenges and usually various approximations need to be made to obtain a solution. Only in rare situations can exact modes be obtained. Recently, in a previous paper [4] , we obtained exact TSh and TT modes in an isotropic elastic cylinder with an oblate elliptical cross section which may be viewed as a contoured resonator. In this paper, we generalize the analysis in [4] from elastic to piezoelectric. We study SH vibrations in a piezoelectric cylinder of polarized ceramics with an oblate elliptical cross section.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Consider an elliptical cylinder of ceramics poled in the x 3 direction as shown in Fig. 1 . The surface of the cylinder is traction free and is unelectroded. Effects of the electric field that may exist in the surrounding free space are known to be small and are neglected as usual. We are interested in shear-horizontal (SH) motion described by
The nontrivial equation of motion and the charge equation of electrostatics governing u 3 and  take the following form [5] :
We introduce
Consider time-harmonic free vibrations for which all fields have the same ) exp( t i factor which will be dropped for simplicity. For such motions (3) 1 reduces to Helmholtz equation:
In elliptical coordinates defined by
(4) and (3) 2 take the following form [6] :
SOLUTION PROCEDURE
For an unelectroded cylinder, the charge-free boundary condition takes the form of 0 /      . This, together with (7), shows that  is determined by the second boundary-value problem of Laplace equation with a homogeneous boundary condition. From the uniqueness theorems of Laplace equation it can be concluded that in this case  is no more than a constant which can be taken to be zero. In this case  is proportional to u 3 . The electric field (potential gradient) is proportional to strain (displacement gradient).
By the method of separation of variables in partial differential equations, we write u 3 as:
Substitution of (8) into (4) results in the following two ordinary differential equations:
where  is a separation constant. (9) and (10) are known as the angular and radial Mathieu equations, respectively. There are systematic theoretical results for the solutions of these equations [6] and how to calculate them. They are complicated and therefore are not presented here. More details can be found in [4] .
NUMERICAL RESULTS
As a numerical example, consider a cylinder made of polarized ceramics PZT-4. a=5 mm and b=0.5 mm except in Fig. 5 below. The fundamental TSh mode is the one most widely used in acoustic wave devices. The displacement distribution of this mode over a cross section is shown in Fig. 2 . In the figure, the semi-major and semi-minor axes a and b are not drawn to scale. This mode has one nodal line with zero displacement at x 2 =0 or along the x 1 axis. When the upper half of the cross section is moving in one direction, the lower half moves in the opposite direction. Although the top and bottom of the cylinder are moving with the largest displacement, the left and right edges are essentially not moving. This is the so-called energy trapping phenomenon. With energy trapping, the cylinder can be mounted at the left and/or right edges without affecting the vibration in the central region. To quantify energy trapping, we introduce an X which is determined by that the central portion of the cross section with
carries 90% of the vibration energy. The electric potential distribution is proportional to the displacement distribution in Fig. 2 . Figs. 3 and 4 show the strain distributions of the fundamental TSh mode which are proportional to the electric field distributions. 6 shows two higher-order TSh modes. They have two and three nodal lines roughly parallel to the x 1 axis, respectively. They may be symmetric or antisymmetric about the x 1 axis. The frequencies of the modes in Fig. 2 and Fig. 6 are roughly equally spaced although not exactly so. Clearly, higher-order modes are better trapped, i.e., with narrower vibration distributions in the x 1 direction. Corresponding to the fundamental TSh mode in Fig.  2 with a nodal line at x 2 =0, there are higher-order modes with additional roughly vertical nodal lines as shown in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) with an increasing number of one and two vertical nodal lines, respectively. These are TT modes. The figures show that higher-order TT modes are trapped less. Unlike the nearly harmonic frequencies of the TSh modes in Figs. 2 and 6 , the frequencies of the TT modes in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) increase only slightly. More complicated modes can be found in [4] . 
CONCLUSION
Exact solutions for SH modes are obtained for an oblate piezoelectric elliptical cylinder. TSh and TT modes show energy trapping. Higher-order TSh modes exhibit rapidly increasing (nearly harmonic) frequencies and better energy trapping. Higher-order TT modes have slowly increasing frequencies and are less trapped. Flatter ellipses with smaller values of b/a have stronger energy trapping. For an unelectroded cylinder, the electric potential is proportional to the displacement, and the electric field is proportional to the strain. The case of an electroded cylinder remains challenging.
